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Cartographies of Place 2014-03-01
media are incorporated into our physical environments more dramatically than ever before literally opening up new spaces of interactivity and connection
that transform the experience of being in the city public gatherings and movement even the capabilities of democratic ideology have been redefined urban
screens mobile media new digital mappings and ambient and pervasive media have all created new ecologies in cities how do we analyze these new
spaces recognition of the mutual histories and research programs of urban and media studies is only the beginning cartographies of place develops new
vocabularies and methodologies for engaging with the distinctive situations and experiences created by media technologies which are reshaping
augmenting and expanding urban spaces the book builds upon the rich traditions and insights of a post war generation of humanist scholars media
theorists and urban planners authors engage with different historical and contemporary currents in urban studies which share a common concern for media
forms either as research tools or as the means for discerning the expressive nature of city spaces around the world all of the media considered here are not
simply free floating but are deeply embedded in the geopolitical economic and material contexts in which they are used cartographies of place is
exemplary of a new direction in interdisciplinary media scholarship opening up new ways of studying the complexities of cities and urban media in a global
context

Maps 2007
introducing readers to a wide range of maps from different time periods and a variety of cultures this book confirms the vital roles of maps throughout
history in commerce art literature and national identity

Crucial Maps in the Early Cartography and Place-nomenclature of the Atlantic Coast of
Canada 1927
in 1942 the federal government expelled more than 22 000 japanese canadians from their homes in british columbia from 1942 to 1949 they were
dispossessed sent to incarceration sites and dispersed across canada over 4 000 were deported to japan cartographies of violence analyses the effects of
these processes for some japanese canadian women using critical race feminist anti colonial and cultural geographic theory mona oikawa deconstructs
prevalent images stereotypes and language used to describe the internment in ways that masks its inherent violence through interviews with women
survivors and their daughters oikawa analyses recurring themes of racism and resistance as well as the struggle to communicate what happened disturbing
and provocative cartographies of violence explores women s memories in order to map the effects of forced displacements incarcerations and the
separations of family friends and communities publisher s website

Cartographies of Violence 2012-01-01
cartographies of becoming in education a deleuze guattari perspective proposes a non hierarchical approach that maps teaching and learning with the
power of affect and what a body can do become in different educational contexts teaching and learning is an encounter with the unknown and happen as
specific responses to particular problems encountered with in life in this edited volume international scholars map out potential ruptures in teaching and
learning in order to conceptualize education differently one way is through the multidisciplinary lens of mlt multiple literacies theory in which reading is
intensive and immanent the authors deploy different aspects of mlt while creating and experimenting with ethology teaching learning curriculum teacher
education and technology in relation to visual arts music mathematics theatre workplace literacy second language education and architecture with the
forces of globalization digital media and economic re structuring reconfiguring the social political and economic landscape societies require innovative ways
of thinking about education cartographies of becoming in education a deleuze guattari perspective is a response to problems posed by such forces the
problematic surrounding deleuze guattari and education continues to grow diana masny s scholarship in this area is well known and appreciated through
her many essays and books that develop mlt multiple literacies theory cartographies of becoming in education a deleuze guattari perspective continues her
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effort to broaden the notion of education and show its intersections with mlt the series of essays do this by forming a number of entries five to be precise
politicizing education affect and education literacies and becoming teacher becomings and deterritorializing boundaries each entry explores the way an mlt
inflected orientation enables us to further grasp the creative inventiveness of the deleuze guattarian tool kit that can be applied to areas of music
education ethnography art drama literacy mathematics landscape ecology ethology and teacher education it is a vivid illustration of the cartography that
maps the rhizomatic movements that are taking place by international scholars who are deterritorializing education as a discipline of modernity i highly
recommend this collection of essays to those of us who are continually asking how might education be rethought through the unthought it opens up new
territories jan jagodzinski university of alberta author of psychoanalyzing cinema

Cartographies of Becoming in Education 2013-04-20
cartography has a troubled history as a technology of power the production and distribution of maps often understood to be ideological representations
that support the interests of their developers have served as tools of colonization imperialism and global development advancing western notions of space
and place at the expense of indigenous peoples and other marginalized communities but over the past two decades these marginalized populations have
increasingly turned to participatory mapping practices to develop new innovative maps that reassert local concepts of place and space thus harnessing the
power of cartography in their struggles for justice in twelve essays written by community leaders activists and scholars radical cartographies critically
explores the ways in which participatory mapping is being used by indigenous afro descendant and other traditional groups in latin america to preserve
their territories and cultural identities through this pioneering volume the authors fundamentally rethink the role of maps with significant lessons for
marginalized communities across the globe and launch a unique dialogue about the radical edge of a new social cartography

Radical Cartographies 2020-08-04
william faulkner continues to be an author who is widely read studied and admired this book provides a new and interdisciplinary account of faulkner s
legacy arguing that his fiction is just as relevant today as it was during his own time indeed faulkner s far reaching critique of his southern heritage speaks
directly to the anti racism discourse of our own time and engages the dire threat to subjecthood in a technologically saturated civilization combining
literary critique with network and complexity science this study offers a new reading of william faulkner as a novelist for the information age over the
course of his career we find an artist struggling to articulate the threat to human wellbeing in rapidly scaling social systems and gradually developing a
hard won humanism that affirms the individual and interpersonal life as a source of novelty and social change

Faulkner's Cartographies of Consciousness 2023-11-16
an innovative interdisciplinary study of cartography as a significant multifaceted cultural practice in romantic period culture

Romantic Cartographies 2020-12-10
by studying 17th century maps kivelson sheds light on muscovite russia the relationship of state and society the growth of an empire the rise of serfdom
and the place of orthodox christianity in society oclc

Cartographies of Tsardom 2006
transpacific cartographies examines how contemporary chinese diasporic narratives address the existential loss of home for immigrant communities at a
time of global precarity and amid rising sino us tensions focusing on cultural productions of the chinese diaspora from the 1990s to the present including
novels by the sinophone writers yan geling the criminal lu yanshi shi yu new york lover chen qian listen to the caged bird sing and rong rong notes of a
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couple as well as by the anglophone writer ha jin a free life a map of betrayal selected tv shows beijinger in new york the way we were and online literature
melody yunzi li argues that the characters in these stories create multilayered maps that transcend the territorial boundaries that make finding a home in a
foreign land a seemingly impossible task in doing so these maps outline a transpacific landscape that reflects the psycho geography of homemaking for
diasporic communities intersecting with and bridging sinophone studies chinese american studies and diaspora studies and drawing on theories of literary
cartography transpacific cartographies demonstrates how these maps offer their readers different paths for finding a sense of home no matter where they
are

Cartographies of Affect 2011
this book proffers a new theory of the radical possibilities of contemporary postcolonial feminist writings from africa the middle east the americas and the
caribbean against what can be described as actually existing colonialisms these writers include prominent and other less known postcolonial women writers
such as tsitsi dangarembga louise erdrich aurora levins morales rosario morales esmeralda santiago raymonda tawil michelle cliff and rigoberta mench
negotiating the contradictions among gender nation and globalization postcolonial women writers construct extimate subjectivities that mark their
excessive locations in the social field through the dialectical relation between the intimate and the external the intimately or internally external articulating
these contradictions within the larger history and narratives of anti colonial internationalist struggle for liberation and emancipation grounded in a
commitment to the future of the postcolonial nation and the project of decolonization and liberation within the ever encroaching neocolonial global
capitalist system postcolonial women s narratives of displacing offer not only an alternative mode of ideological critique of scripted and commonly inherited
discourses of identity home culture that obfuscate the fundamental social antagonism but also ways of changing them through practices of radical politics
the book thus charts four intersecting dialogic strategies by which postcolonial women writers produce extimate subjectivities travel unhomeliness multiple
and shifting subject positions and transnational alliances first specific strategies of travel voluntary and involuntary within glocal networks of dispossession
displacement and labor migration that foreground their extimate locations as internally external second tactics of unhomeliness that uncover traces of the
foreign and elsewhere in the edifice of the familiar that serve as the basis for interrogating dominant discourses of belonging third techniques of multiple
and shifting subject positions that recognize the excessive location of the extimate subject in order to unravel not only the contingency of the subject s
ontic properties but also her locations in the interplay of oppression and privilege and fourth strategies for building political solidarity with transnational and
transethnic communities of struggle that are grounded in the concrete universality of the excluded communities this book bears witness to the radical
possibility in contemporary postcolonial feminist writing and promises a way out of the impasse of the current culturalization of politics in the humanities
that has resulted from the uncritical celebration of hybridity and the concomitant emphasis on diaspora postnationalism and cosmopolitanism in dominant
discourses of postcolonial ethnic and transnational studies

Transpacific Cartographies 2023-12-15
how in the years before the advent of urban maps did city residents conceptualize and navigate their communities in his strikingly original book daniel lord
smail develops a new method and a new vocabulary for understanding how urban men and women thought about their personal geography his thorough
research of property records of late medieval marseille leads him to conclude that its inhabitants charted their city its social structure and their own
identities within that structure through a set of cartographic grammars which powerfully shaped their lives prior to the fourteenth century different interest
groups notaries royal officials church officials artisans developed their own cartographies in accordance with their own social political or administrative
agendas these competing templates were created around units ranging from streets and islands to vicinities and landmarks smail shows how the notarial
template which privileged the street as the most basic marker of address gradually emerged as the cartographic norm this transformation he argues led to
the rise of modern urban maps and helped to inaugurate the process whereby street addresses were attached to citizen identities a crucial development in
the larger enterprise of nation building imaginary cartographies opens up powerful new means for exploring late medieval and renaissance urban society
while advancing understanding of the role of social perceptions in history
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Cartographies of Transnationalism in Postcolonial Feminisms 2013
by addressing questions of culture identity and politics cartographies of diaspora throws new light on discussions about difference and diversity informed
by feminism and post structuralism it examines these themes by exploring the intersections of race gender class sexuality ethnicity generation and
nationalism in different discourses practices and political contexts the first three chapters map the emergence of asian as a racialized category in post war
british popular and political discourse and state practices it documents asian cultural and political responses paying particular attention to the role of
gender and generation the remaining six chapters analyse the debate on difference diversity and diaspora across different sites but mainly within feminism
anti racism and post structuralism

Imaginary Cartographies 2018-10-18
this volume seeks to understand the cartographical imperative inherent in exile investigating the relationship between exile understood broadly to include
external and internal exile diaspora deterritorialization reterritorialization expatriation migrants refugees nomads and the forcibly disappeared and map
making mapping is a certain science that enables emplacement and facilitates movement yet it is also an aesthetic project that draws on a heightened
awareness of space and place memory and political and historical imaginaries this collection explores a number of key questions such as what kind of maps
do exiles make and how are they conceived how do maps provide new ways of thinking about the experience of exile and our changing reading practices
how do authors writing in or about exile represent the doubly ontological and epistemological exercise of map making how might a cartographical necessity
of exile challenge how we conceive of mapping its history and future its function tools and media this book s contributors come from a wide variety of
interdisciplinary backgrounds including literary and cultural studies art history and architecture the plastic arts film and visual studies and the digital
humanities the cartographical necessity of exile reveals the overwhelming importance of agency in exile that map making facilitates and the
epistemological displacement that map making depends upon to build the known world

Cartographies of Diaspora 2005-08-18
critical and clinical cartographies rethinks medical and design pedagogies in the context of both the affective and digital turns that are occurring under the
umbrella of new materialism this collection is framed through deleuze s symptomalogical approach which creates the ideal terrain for architecture and
medical technologies of care to meet with robotics alongside the newly emerging materialist landscape

Cartographies of Exile 2016
postcolonial cartographies mapping identity and place is a riveting exploration of a city s journey from the shadows of suppressed histories to the radiant
embrace of revealed narratives maya guided by the enigmatic mapmaker s secret unravels the complexities of identity and power in a postcolonial
landscape the celestial chamber becomes a transformative nexus where cosmic revelations harmonize with tangible landscapes empowering a community
to reclaim its cultural heritage as symbols of resilience and diversity illuminate the city s streets maya becomes a custodian of untold stories rewriting the
narratives that define its existence this compelling postcolonial fiction weaves together history empowerment and the cosmic tapestry of collective identity
inviting readers into a luminous odyssey that transcends boundaries and shapes the evolving soul of a city

Critical and Clinical Cartographies 2017-02-03
cartographies of new york and other postwar american cities art literature and urban spaces explores phenomena of urban mapping in the discourses and
strategies of a variety of postwar artists and practitioners of space allan kaprow claes oldenburg vito acconci gordon matta clark robert smithson rebecca
solnit matthew buckingham contemporary situationist projects the distinctive approach of the book highlights the interplay between texts and site oriented
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practices which have often been treated separately in critical discussions monica manolescu considers spatial investigations that engage with the historical
and social conditions of the urban environment and reflect on its mediated nature cartographic procedures that involve walking and surveying are
interpreted as unsettling and subversive possibilities of representing and navigating the postwar american city the book posits mapping as a critical nexus
that opens up new ways of studying some of the most important postwar artistic engagements with new york and other american cities

Postcolonial Cartographies 2023-12-29
drawing from both current historical interpretations and new interdisciplinary perspectives this collection provides diverse approaches to understanding the
multilayered exchanges that went into creating cartographic knowledge in and about the americas in the introduction editor martin brückner provides a
critical assessment of the concept of cartography and of the historiography of maps the individual essays then range widely over space and place from the
imperial reach of iberian and british cartography to indigenous conceptualizations including dirty ephemeral maps and star charts to demonstrate that pre
nineteenth century american cartography was at once a multiform and multicultural affair the essays also bring to light original archives and innovative
methodologies for investigating spatial relations among peoples in the western hemisphere

Cartographies of New York and Other Postwar American Cities 2018-10-03
a remarkable and sorely needed synthesis of the best of traditional historiographical documentation and critically astute analysis and contextualization
cartographies complements and frankly exceeds any of the english language monographs on similar topics that precede it and it represents significant
contributions to several fields outside of east asian history including literature gender studies lesbian and gay studies and cultural studies earl jackson jr
author of strategies of deviance studies in gay male representation and fantastic living the speculative autobiographies of samuel r delany

Early American Cartographies 2014
no place is perfectly safe but some places are more dangerous than others whether we live on a floodplain or in tornado alley near a nuclear facility or in a
neighborhood poorly lit at night we all co exist uneasily with natural and man made hazards as mark monmonier shows in this entertaining and immensely
informative book maps can tell us a lot about where we can anticipate certain hazards but they can also be dangerously misleading california for example
takes earthquakes seriously with a comprehensive program of seismic mapping whereas washington has been comparatively lax about earthquakes in
puget sound but as the northridge earthquake in january 1994 demonstrated all too clearly to californians even reliable seismic hazard maps can deceive
anyone who misinterprets known fault lines as the only places vulnerable to earthquakes important as it is to predict and prepare for catastrophic natural
hazards more subtle and persistent phenomena such as pollution and crime also pose serious dangers that we have to cope with on a daily basis hazard
zone maps highlight these more insidious hazards and raise awareness about them among planners local officials and the public with the help of many
maps illustrating examples from all corners of the united states monmonier demonstrates how hazard mapping reflects not just scientific understanding of
hazards but also perceptions of risk and how risk can be reduced whether you live on a faultline or a coastline near a toxic waste dump or an emf
generating power line you ignore this book s plain language advice on geographic hazards and how to avoid them at your own peril no one should buy a
home rent an apartment or even drink the local water without having read this fascinating cartographic alert on the dangers that lurk in our everyday lives
who has not asked where it is safe to live cartographies of danger provides the answer h j de blij nbc news even if you re not interested in maps you re
almost certainly interested in hazards and this book is one of the best places i ve seen to learn about them in a highly entertaining and informative fashion
john casti new scientist

Crucial Maps in the Early Cartography and Place-nomenclature of the Atlantic Coast of
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Canada 1934
in honor of the thirtieth anniversary of the handmaid s tale margaret atwood describes how she came to write her utopian dystopian works the word utopia
comes from thomas more s book of the same name meaning no place or good place or both in dire cartographies from the essay collection in other worlds
atwood coins the term ustopia which combines utopia and dystopia the imagined perfect society and its opposite each contains latent versions of the other
following her intellectual journey and growing familiarity with ustopias fictional and real from atlantis to avatar and beowulf to berlin in 1984 and 1984
atwood explains how years after abandoning a phd thesis with chapters on good and bad societies she produced novel length dystopias and ustopias of her
own my rules for the handmaid s tale were simple atwood writes i would not put into this book anything that humankind had not already done somewhere
sometime or for which it did not already have the tools with great wit and erudition atwood reveals the history behind her beloved creations

Cartographies of Desire 1999
finding one s way with a map is a relatively recent phenomenon in premodern times maps were used if at all mainly for planning journeys in advance not
for guiding travelers on the road with the exception of navigational sea charts the use of maps by travelers only became common in the modern era indeed
in the last two hundred years maps have become the most ubiquitous and familiar genre of modern cartography examining the historical relationship
between travelers navigation and maps cartographies of travel and navigation considers the cartographic response to the new modalities of modern travel
brought about by technological and institutional developments in the twentieth century highlighting the ways in which the travelers operators and planners
of modern transportation systems value maps as both navigation tools and as representatives of a radical new mobility this collection brings the
cartography of travel by road sea rail and air to the forefront placing maps at the center of the history of travel and movement richly and colorfully
illustrated cartographies of travel and navigation ably fills the void in historical literature on transportation mapping

Cartographies of Danger 2008-04-15
in his exciting new book based on a decade of ethnographic fieldwork maurice magaña considers how urban and migrant youth in oaxaca embrace
subcultures from hip hop to punk and adopt creative organizing practices to create meaningful channels of participation in local social and political life in
the process young people remake urban space and construct new identities in ways that directly challenge elite visions of their city and essentialist notions
of what it means to be indigenous in the contemporary era cartographies of youth resistance is essential reading for students and scholars interested in
youth politics and culture in mexico social movements urban studies and migration

Cartographies of the Imagination 2021-07
contributors index series page other titles in the series back cover

Dire Cartographies 2015-09-08
this book critically examines how race is constructed globally to intersect gender class sexuality language ability and religion and answers some very
important questions like how does anti black racism manifest itself within various contexts chapters in the book use the black and white paradigm as a lens
for critical race analysis examining how for example the saliency of race and blackness shape the post colony as well as the various post colonial nations
the paradigm centers whiteness as the lens of defining what and what is different the negative portrayal of difference is anchored in the sanctity of
whiteness it is through such analysis that we can understand how historically colour has been a permanent marker of differentiation even though it has not
been the only one it is through conversations and dialogue in the classroom that the book was created given the current political shift in american and the
rise of anti blackness anti indigeneity islamophobia and xenophobia the book critically examines white supremacy racialization of gender post racial false
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narratives and other contemporary issues surrounding race

Cartographies of Travel and Navigation 2010-11-15
il volume la cui pubblicazione si inserisce nel filone della grafica storica indaga il fenomeno della trasmissione di conoscenza dei luoghi per mezzo delle
carte geografiche e topografiche e più genericamente delle vedute di città che prende avvio grazie all invenzione della stampa dalla xilografia prima all
incisione su lastre in rame in seguito perfezionandosi poi con la tecnica all acquaforte e all acquatinta con il rinascimento nascono i primi atlanti di città e i
sovrani cominciano ad appassionarsi a questo soggetto acquistando e collezionando cartine geografiche e libri di città se inizialmente la produzione
riguarda le piante dei luoghi meta di viaggi come roma milano parigi e vienna l interesse nei secoli successivi si sposta verso la svizzera la germania l
olanda la spagna e inghilterra si passa dalle piante iconografiche a proiezione zenitale di città ideali a immagini prospettiche di città reali con il
perfezionamento e l enorme fortuna che ebbero in seguito le rappresentazioni a volo d uccello fino alle successive vedute romantiche e al disegno
ottocentesco di città

Cartographies of Youth Resistance 2020-11-17
erotic cartographies uses maps drawn by trinidadian same sex loving women to demonstrate how their gender performance erotic autonomy and space
making practices contest their invisibility and exclusion from discourses of belonging and challenge colonial discourses and practices related to gender
knowledge and power in trinidadian society

Theatre and Cartographies of Power 2018-02-09
nonhuman animals are ubiquitous to our human societies interdisciplinary human animal research has for 50 years drawn attention to how animals are
ever present in what we think of as human spaces and cultures our societies are built with animals and through all kinds of multispecies interactions from
public spaces and laboratories to homes farms and in the wilderness human and nonhuman animals meet to make space and place together through webs
of power relations however the very spaces of these interactions are not mute or passive themselves the spaces where species meet matter and shape
human animal relations this book takes as its starting point the relationship between place and human animal interaction it brings together the work of
leading scholars in human animal studies from a variety of disciplinary and interdisciplinary backgrounds with a distinct focus on place physical space and
biocultural geography the authors of this volume consider the ways in which space human and nonhuman animals co constitute each other how they make
spaces together produce meaning around them struggle over access how these places are storied and how stories of spaces matter presenting studies
thematically and including a variety of nonhuman creatures in a range of settings this book delivers new understandings of the importance of nonhuman
animals to understandings of place and the role of places in shaping our interactions with nonhuman creatures as pets as laboratory animals as exhibits as
parasites as livestock as quarry as victims of disaster or objects of folklore this book offers insights into human animal intermingling at locales and settings
of great relevance to many areas of research including geography sociology science and technology studies gender studies history and anthropology this
book meets the evolving interest in human animal interaction anthrozoology and the environmental humanities in relation to the research on space and
place that currently informs the humanities and the social sciences

Cartographies of Race and Social Difference 2018-12-04
you are here a map declares but of course you are not any more than you truly occupy the vantage point into which a landscape painting puts you how
maps and paintings figure and reconfigure space as well as our place in it is the subject of edward s casey s study an exploration of how we portray the
world and its many places casey s discussion ranges widely from northern sung landscape painting to nineteenth century american and british landscape
painting and photography from prehistoric petroglyphs and medieval portolan charts to seventeenth century dutch cartography and land survey maps of
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the american frontier from these culturally and historically diverse forays a theory of representation emerges casey proposes that the representation of
place in visual works be judged in terms not of resemblance but of reconnecting with an earth and world that are not the mere content of mind or language
a reconnection that calls for the embodiment and implacement of the human subject book jacket

Imago urbis 2016
recent critical studies of late modernism have explored the changing sense of both history and artistic possibility that emerged in the years surrounding
world war ii however relatively little attention has been devoted to the impact of poets theological deliberations on their visions of history and their poetic
strategies divine cartographies god history and poiesis in w b yeats david jones and t s eliot triangulates key texts as attempts to map theologically driven
visions of the relation between history and eternity w david soud considers several poems of yeats s final and most fruitful engagement with indic traditions
jones s the anathemata and eliot s four quartets for these three poets working at the height of their powers that project was inseparable from reflection on
the relation between the individual self and god it was also bound up with questions of theodicy subjectivity and the task of the poet in the midst of
historical trauma drawing on the fields of indology theology and history of religions as well as literary criticism soud explores in depth and detail how in
these texts theology is poetics

Erotic Cartographies 2022-01-14
literary production is increasingly shaped by globalization and the complex nature of cultural political and social interaction as such longstanding colonial
and postcolonial relations between africa and europe have yielded a range of challenging questions and new generations of writers with roots in africa have
invariably found themselves navigating new geographic terrains and negotiating racialized identities while simultaneously exploring the potential of
literature in addressing the

Animal Places 2017-11-22
latinasian cartographies examines how latina o and asian american writers provide important counter narratives to the stories of racial encroachment that
have come to characterize twenty first century dominant discourses on race susan thananopavarn contends that the asian american and latina o presence
in the united states although often considered marginal in discourses of american history and nationhood is in fact crucial to understanding how national
identity has been constructed historically and continues to be constructed in the present day thananopavarn creates a new latinasian view of the united
states that emphasizes previously suppressed aspects of national history including imperialism domestic racism during world war ii cold war operations in
latin america and asia and the politics of borders in an age of globalization latinasian cartographies ultimately reimagines national narratives in a way that
transforms dominant ideas of what it means to be american

Representing Place 2002-01-01
this book proposes a fundamental relationship between exile and mapping it seeks to understand the cartographic imperative inherent in the exilic
condition the exilic impulses fundamental to mapping and the varied forms of description proper to both the vital intimacy of the relationship between exile
and mapping compels a new spatial literacy that requires the cultivation of localized dynamic reading practices attuned to the complexities of
understanding space as text and texts as spatial artifacts the collection asks what kinds of maps do exiles make how are they conceived drawn read are
they private maps or can they be shaped collectively what is their relationship to memory and history how do maps provide for new ways of imagining the
fractured experience of exile and offer up both new strategies for reading displacement and new displaced reading strategies where does exilic mapping fit
into a history of cartography particularly within the twentieth century spatial turn the original work that makes up this interdisciplinary collection presents a
varied look at cartographic strategies employed in writing art and film from the pre contact americas to the renaissance to late postmodernism the effects
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of exile in its many manifestations on cartographic textual systems ways of seeing and forms of reading the challenges of traversing and mapping unstable
landscapes and restrictive social and political networks and the felicities and difficulties of both giving into the map and attempting to escape the map that
provides for exile in the first place cartographies of exile will be of interest to students and scholars working in literary and cultural studies gender sexuality
and race studies anthropology art history and architecture film performance visual studies and the fine arts

Divine Cartographies 2016-07-01
with the informatory sweep of fermat s last theorem and the omnipresent force of nature at large in wuthering heights this novel is the heart rending story
of cartographer dr magda beard whose map making metier finally enables her to come to terms with heartbreak

Afroeuropean Cartographies 2014-10-21
through seven key case studies from khan s oeuvre this book demonstrates how akram khan s new interculturalism is a challenge to the 1980s western
intercultural theatre project as a more nuanced and embodied approach to representing othernesses from his own position of the other

LatinAsian Cartographies 2018-03-19
mahila samakhya is as much a story of a government programme for women s education and empowerment as it is of the celebration of the struggles of
poor women for gender just rights spread across eight states and more than 150 districts in india the mahila samakhya programme grew out of a unique
partnership between the women s movement and the government in this collection of essays concerned scholars from different parts of india chart mahila
samakhya s fascinating journey of setting up poor women s collectives and women s agency in establishing an equal space and voice in the public domain
a radical departure from the more common approaches of organising women around economic concerns the writers explore broad gender issues grounded
within the field experience of mahila samakhya providing insights into the workings of the programme at different levels its conceptual challenges strategic
choices the opportunities and pitfalls of partnership with government and above all the willingness of poor women to come together voluntarily to address
and overcome gender barriers

Cartographies of Exile 2016-04-20

Intimate Cartographies 2000

Akram Khan 2015-05-28

Cartographies of Empowerment 2014-03-11

Civic Cartographies 2009
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